MAINS REGENERATOR
Mains regenerator with nine outlets
Made by: PS Audio, Boulder, Colorado
Supplied by: Signature Audio Systems
Telephone: 07738 007776
Web: www.psaudio.com; www.signatureaudiosystems.co.uk
Price: £4400

PS Audio P10
Power Plant

S

ince 1999 a succession of
mains regenerators from
Paul McGowan’s company
has served to cement its
reputation as the audio world’s
preeminent supplier of what are,
in effect, high-voltage power
ampliﬁers delivering a mains
waveform to our audio equipment
much cleaner than we would
otherwise access via the three-pin
outlets dotted around our homes.
Biggest and beeﬁest of the AC
regenerators in PS Audio’s latest
range is the P10. It offers nine
three-pin unbalanced outlets on
its rear panel, has no fan-cooling

Three outlets have an inrush limiter,
to prevent the P10’s protection
circuitry cutting in when power
ampliﬁers that draw high switch-on
current are powered up.
A rear Ethernet socket allows
you to establish an online interface
via which ﬁrmware upgrades can
be applied. PS Audio recommends
the use of a heavy-gauge, screened
mains lead to connect the P10 to a
wall socket [see HFN Apr ’13 review
for full details of facilities, etc].

ABOVE: Apart
from the on-off
switch, all
controls are
accessed by icons
on a small touchscreen to the
fascia’s right. The
nine rear outlets
are grouped into
ﬁve zones that
can be separately
switched

VERDICT

STARTLING GAINS
With the P10 set to the Sine
waveform option (which we came
to prefer), we began by
listening on headphones:
24-bit/88.2kHz rips of
Emma Kirkby singing
Robert Johnson’s haunting
‘Full Fathom Five Thy
Father Lies’ from Musique
And Sweet Poetrie, part of Walter
Piston’s darkly energetic String
Quartet No 1 [both BIS] and, very
different, Peder Af Ugglas’s soft-rock
‘Beyond’ from his album of the same
name [Opus 3].
Powering from the P10 made the
sound darker-hued and weightier.
Emma Kirkby’s voice gained warmth

This versatile, high-output mains
regenerator thoroughly earns its
place at the head of PS Audio’s
latest range. There’s good reason
to suppose that with most audio
equipment it will have an effect
ranging from positive to positively
startling. Notably ﬁne value too.

‘It was the extra control
the P10 brought which
caught our attention’
to add to background noise (all
cooling is passive via the large inset
side heatsinks), and is capable of a
sustained output up to 1500VA.
A short-term capability of
1750VA means that it can feed
power ampliﬁers as well as lowerdemand components such as
preamps, disc players and DACs.

and the spacious church acoustic
became more fully formed. In
the Piston, the cello sound was
fuller and the persistent rhythmic
pulse of the piece became more
visceral, while Ugglas’s laid-back
guitar melody was even more like a
luxurious hot bath.
Powering a Chord QuteHD DAC
from the P10 retained the warmer
balance but added some welcome
crispness: Emma Kirkby’s voice
became, appropriately, even more
bell-like and in the Piston there was
some extra urgency to the playing.
The P10’s ministrations were
even more impressive with
loudspeaker listening, using Thiel
CS1.6s driven via Exposure XVIII
Mono power ampliﬁers. While
the extra bottom-end weight and
warmer tonal balance were still
manifest, it was the extra control
that P10 power brought to the
Exposures’ sound that really caught
the attention this time.
Startling improvement was
wrought with a 24-bit/96kHz
HDtracks download of ‘Country
Dreamer’ from Wings’ Band On
The Run. We have never heard
the instrumental intro to this
track delivered with such clear
characterisation of each element or
more precise control of its position
within the soundstage. Neither have
we previously experienced Paul
McCartney’s vocal – which takes
on a notably harsher edge in the
second verse – delivered with such
assurance, such a sense of accurate
transcription of the master tape.
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